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Abstract

Legal Barriers to Educational Technology

and Instructional Produce/1. y
0

The purpose of this study was to deiermine.if deterrentt to the introduc-
tion of certain kinds of edueetinnal technology ware statutory in/nature. The.

thesis was'advanced that educational, technology is a threat to the power base,of

education and the more comprehensive the technology, the greater the threat." On

this basil, the hypothesis was advanced 'that. the laws and Policiasietting forth

the_governance of education would act to inhibit and/or prohibit iftlications of

educational technology that are alternates, rather than supplements, to class-
room teachers.

Four key areas of educational governance were chosen'for investigation:'

certification, accreditation, state,financial'aid, and professional negotiations./

By contract, the research was limited to a search of the legal case literature,'

commentaries on same, and official publications of concerned agencies. Instruc-

tional productivity was assumed to mean achieving at least the same output with

use of more cost-effective inputs.
\,4

While the hypothesis was confirmed, the situation was found to be in a

state of flux, with some traditional means ofsenforcing certain barriers easing'

4or djsappearing, and other means of enforcing thase barriers takingi over. Thus

state financial aid is moving away from instructional wilts, a traditional means
of enforcing pupil/teacher ratios, toward "equaI,yield",formulas based solely on

equal support of students. However, teacher associations are moving in'to.ensure

'continuance of what they regard as favorable,puRil/teacher ratios.

The accrediting associations were found toftend to restrain certain applica-

tions of technology but their voluntary, quasi-legal statues makes legal chaidenges

difficult.

Perhaps the mAlt interesting finding is Or unsettled, and relatively'

recently opeeed, question of the extent to whi h school districts can contract

away their responsibilities and authority" Be ause education die a state res-

ponsibility, there are fifty.different statuto systems`. State courts have

varied widely in,interpreting the district's r ght to contract over "policy"

issues. The courts have cast considerable uncertainty over the legality of key

provisions of negotiateecontracts, both with employee groups and with other,

outside agencies. Court cases over the issue of contracting authority are cer-

tain to increase in the near future. In the process, education may be reminded

of a long neglected fact:-legally, the school district has closer ties to they

state than to the community.
cl

Education is no longer a self-governing,community. Differences that once

were settled out of,courts are now the sObject of litigation. Traditionally the

courts have tended to maintain a hands -off attitude toward education on- the

assumption that state departments had the necessary authority. Now, however,

the courts have become key agents of hhaage in education.
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The Rationale .

Social scientists frequently make a distinction between the base of a

social system and the superstructure which evolves in support of the base. The

base may be, ad it is in education, a fundamental premise that defines operational

6, relationships and invests authority. The superstructure is the pattern of insti-

tutions, laws, organisation', traditions, and habits that support, reinforce,

and maintain the base. If new developments imply a new base for the system, the

superstructure of the existing base acts as the major deterrent to change. When

610 type of power struggle arisesrpical diffusion and adoption practices are

of likited use because they are designed to brihg about change within a givenand

accepted set of fundamental relationships.

When formal education evolved in the United States, assurances of quality

instruction had to be obtained by relying on the credentials of the person res-

ponsible for instruction. For example, the classic Carnegie Unit is defined in

terms of hours spent in a classroom with a'teadher who has taken a spec ed

number of college credit" (defined in i similar manner) in an accredited institu-

tion. In other words, the fundamental premise -- thbase -- of edu6"tion is

that responsibility and authority for instruction is vested in theyerson in

face-to-*" contact with students in a classroom. A superstructure has developed

over the years to maintain and support Ois fundamental premise.

Technologically-based instruction poses a threat to the base of our present

system and the more comprehensive the technology, the greater the threat. When

instructional technology becomes sophisticated enough to\be considered an alter-

nate, rather than a complement, to traditional instruction, it becomes a base

for the design of a new educational system. Certain publications and commission

/,reports over the past five yearslhave expressed disenchantment over the lack of

,
impact of instructional technology on edutation while at the same time reaffirming

o
...,4
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Oettinger39"

its potential real contributions to improved learning. Hooperl, Molnar2, and

failure to ado ze the power struggle implied by the introduction of comprefien- 4"

su est, directly and indirectly, that the major problem ie a

2b

sive technologies of instruction. Roth the Cosuission on InstructiOnal Technology

and the Carnegie Commission on Higher Edu on reports stress the potential of

instructi 1 to ology, with the former in particular pointing out that a major

deterrent to extenate use may be the governing structure of education. The pur-

pose df this study was to examine certain aspects of the governance of education

to determine if such deterrents to educational technology do in fact exist.

Methodology

The method of inquiry uses a strategy that has been employed in the social

sciences 41t not in education. The assumption that two antithetical systems are

competing with each other emphasizes differences bet-Seen the systems rather than

similarities. In this way, obstacles to the challenging system are thrown into

sharper relief. Once this is done, redesign of the established system can be

undertaken with far greater understanding. Assuming that the competing systems

are irreconcilable doesn't imply that revolution is the only possible way of

resolving the cqnflict (as Marx, for example, believed). AccoMmodation as a

very real choice would le in the tradition of how American society)assiailates

challenges to. the system.

1Richard Hooper. "A Diagnosis of Failure." 17 AV Communication Review. 245-264

(Fall 1969).

2Andrew R. Molnar. "Educational Technology -- The White Elephant." ERIC

document ED 027 755. 2Opp. 1969.

3Anthony Dettinger. Run, Computer, Rup. Cambridge, MA; Rarviird University

Press.. 1969. ,

"Anthony Oettinger. "Will Information Technologies Help Learning?" 74 Teachers

College Record: 5-54 (September 1972).
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This study was limited to the (examination of legal aspects of selected

elements in the superstructure of education: certification of teachers, accredi-

tation of'programs, state aid to sshools, and professional negotiations. Only

those aspects of the legal literature'seen as obstacles to instructional technology

were examined.

a

The Baumol Blanch and Forced Product

Professor Baumol of Princeton University has contended for some years that

a number of operations in the public sector of the economy, will be subject to '

pressures to increase productivity. He has maintained that there is a limit to

the tolerance of the increasingly more productive segients of society toward

,*-
those that are leas productive.' While this has always been true, relatively

recent dramatic increases in industrial productivity have thrust the issue into

prominence-- so much so that the pressures op the non-productive areas have

been given the sobriquet, the Baumol Crunch.

The Baumol Crunch is manifested both through overt attitudinal expressions

on thi,part of the productive sector and through inherent systemic relation-

ships. An example of the former is the.usual Chamber of Commerce member's belli-

gerent query, "Why can' they run thd schools like abusiness? We've developed

more efficient ways of using resources; why can't the schools?"

However, the systemic relationships are the more critical. If the cost

of doing business goes up, and the productivity of the institution stays the

same, the Baumol Crunch will start to operate. The only, alternatives for an

irietitution like the schools are to charge more for services (in the form of

increased taxes) or to seek other sources of funds.

Starting in 1958, the Federal government became a large enough source of

funds to soften the Crun"C1.. However, sharp curtailment of Federal monies in



the last few years has reve*led)t -he extent to which local funds have been out

of balancewith'rral costs:

Even in his,more Ressimistic moments, Baumol did not entertain the unusual

situation that now pertains to the schools -- costs going up 'and' productivity

going down. Every time a teacher negotiating group forces a change in pupil/

teacher ratios, whilenat the 'wartime negotiating higher-Salaries, the Crunch

is accelerated: For example, a few years ago,.the Los Angeles schools had bold.

issues defeated four straight years, causing a-severe financial squeeze. The

teachers struck, but finally realizing that the financial situation of the

Los Angeles schools prohibited granting their demands, the teachers rejected

the offered compromise raise with the request that the money be used to reduce

the'teacher/pupil ratio -- a stipulation that could only exacerbate the condi-
-

tion the following year! When thecurrent sharp increase in prices influences

the next wave of contract negotiations, a collision course between taxpayer

revolt, teacher demands and instructional productivity may become unavoidable.

While Baumol's argument was directed 4't public agencies in,general, the

schools are a particularly good fit to his conditions. In the private sector,

if a company becomes marginal becausePit cannot increase productivity in the

face of rising costs, it closes its doors, or changes product lines (unless,

of course,. Federal intervention as in the case of Lockheed rescues it). A

company that does increase productivity is rewarded. The putilic schools have

no way of dropping the marginal producer except during the probationary period,

and even then marginal productivity is probably not an important criterion.'

Similarly, no formal method exists to reward increased productivity. (For these

reasons, diffusion and adoption model, from sectors of the economy, such as

agriculture, that can drop out the' marginal producer and reward productivity.
r

! 7
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are inapplicable in education.) Increasing productivity would seem to be the

only way out. But to do so will require management nodels,that,permit increased

A

productivity to occur.

In order to do this, the teaching profession will have to come to terms.with

technological concepts and realize that increased prsductivity is the best route

to real salary increases.. In several places where teachers have a tad per-

formance contracts, they have increased the number of students for whom they are

responsible and have relied more heavily cm technologies of instruction. In
V

the one case (Gary, Indiana) *tare an entire school was taken over by a per-
.

formance contractor, the ratio of professionals to' paraprofessionals was raver ad

during the course of the contract. Here a differentiated staff with subsequent

redefinition of roles made the program more cost-effective.

Roughly si*.lar pressures have produced differing results in other profes7.

ional fields. In pharmacy, they have changed the pharmacist from pill roller

to pill dispenser. The knowledge and skill of the pharmacist have bean incor-

oratad into the industrial process. ,Tn medicine-and dentistry, the doctor and

elitist not only adopt new technology but alio delegate by return (or low skill
_..I'

activities)'to. sub-specialties and retain only those tasks that axe the high

a
income (high skill) producers. Which modal better fits education?

The differentiated staffing pattern can lead to a model roughly isomorphic

with that of medicine. Ironically, while militant teacher groups have been

opposeeto differentiated staffing* the long range best interests of the teaching

profession may lay them. As in the medicine model, differentiated staffing

would keep instructional control within the local professional sta. But in
.

.

I!

order to do no, teachers will have to give u a number of long cherished myths,

as well as accapbthe principle of dierit pa . Fox example, they will have to
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give up the myth that the professional is moe; direct contact with students is

in the best position to determine their instructional needs.
A

Performance contracting and Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) are

. examples of the pharmacy model. .1,rescriptions" (the word used by iPI) for

learning sequences are prepared by a professional group not part of the local

1, system. The,"prescriptions" are dispensed by the local professional staff and

modifications are either not peIiitted or carefully controlled. Productivity

goes up because instructional development time can be amortized over many

students and pupil/teacher ratios can increase.

Both models can increase instructional productivity but legal barriers

are in the way. Perhaps an example of each model will serve to illustrate they

point.

Probably the most extensive work, productivity study of the classroom ever

undertaken was conducted by Eaton H. Conant in the Portland (Oregon) public

schools. In the introduction of the published report of his studies, Conant

briefly discusses the development of specialization in the professions:5

The history of development of professions indicates profes-
'sional work efficiency is increased and more quality work done when

professions increase specialization in their division of labor.

Specialization in the professions is achieved in one of several

wiys. One of these ways is for less than professional trained
personnel to assume the more nonprofessional and routine tasks

of professionals. Theefficiency gains that may result are

realized for several reasons. Less costly nonprofessional labor

is subetituted for more costly professional labor to do theNiess

demanding work. At the game time; professionals are freed to
apply their specialized and more expensive talents to more impor-

tant tasks.

Several of the professions are well advanced lin ealAng appli-

cation of these principles of specialization. In the medical arts,

the employment of various levels of medical assistants has de-

.
^

5,gaton H. Conant. -Teacher and Paraprofessional Work Productivity. Lexington,

MA: D. C. Healh & Company, 1973. Pp. 1-2.

1 0
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veloped so substantially in the last two decades that paramedical

assistants are now regarded as conventional. However, in educa-

tion the situation is not eo far advanced. Only in the past
decade, have several factors combined to stimulate school admini-

strators to modify work patterns.

The key factor,. Conant goes on to assert, is.the net in real wages of teachers

in comparison to other labor and to 'toady levels of educational productivity,

another manifestation of the Baunol-Crunch.

It is doubtful, however, if deciiions to employ paraprofes-
sionals in educational systems would have been made by employers
iflacilitating changes in the ratios of teacher 'and unskilled
labor earnings lad not developeein the economy in recent years.
RevieWs of any of the historical wage and earnings chronologies
available in census and other government aources show that through-
out, the 1930s and coat ()Mho 1940s, the average annual earnings

of public school teachers in the nation were nearly equal to the
average'annual earnings of unskilled workers. In the 1950s and

throughout the period to the mid 1960s, teacher annual earnings
made gradual but substantial relative improvement in comparison
to unskilled worker earningls.* By the mid 1960s, average teacher
earnings had improved to near equality with the annual average for

skilled workers in the - economy and were several thousand dollars
above levels for unskilled workers. .

The implication of these changes is that until the 60s

teacher labor could be purchased at levels of costs comparable

to 14vels for unskilled labor, and there was no incentive for

employers to consider specialization of the teaching division of

labor and substitution of unskilled labor for teacher labor. Only

fter teachers achieved a skilled labor cost - differential in the

60s were potential cost savings advantages available. Employer

pursuit of this -advantage has also been facilitated by the abun-

dant labor supply of secondary labor force women in.less skilled

categories that surveys have identified during these years. This

network of broader economic relationships has provided incentives

and. opportunities for educational employers to use less skilled

parapr'ofess'ional labor commending in the 60s. In addition, more

particular economic pressures have operated within thi,g,larger
framework to stimulate employers to modify the traditional

teaching division of labor.

Educational managers are required to acknowledge the fast r

thet theirs is a labor-intensive service industry where labor

costs of instruction are typically in excess of 70 percent of

the total costs represented in annual operating budgets. The

magnitude of labor costs as a proportion of all operating costs
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has forced.msnagers to be very sensitive to phanges in teacher

salary costs. For some time now, administrators have faced the
dilemmis that spacial groups' haveldemmnded more effective suffice-
tionel services, even while voters in general have frequently
refused to vote affirmatively. for budget increases. Votfr failures

to appro4 budgets have peaked in recent years, moreover, 4t- the
samo.time that more militant teachers have gained increased effec- r
.tiveness in applying bargaining pressures to gain earnings raises.
Because they have been placed in circumstances where labi

costs
irhave increased while:public financial support haz-decl d,

administrators have had to consider basic alternativei -conven-
tional Methods of delivering 4.nstruction. One choice has been an
instructional work system, utilizing professionals and parapto-. .

fessionals, that may deliver more effective instruction at reduced
unit labor-costs.

41
4 C.

_Conant, a professor of business administration, experimented with different'.

professional and paraprofessional work in order to make the best

use of professional teacher time isr Instructional purposes: His analyses of

typical. classrooms had revealed that remarkably little teacher time was normally

devoted to instruction. His subtzent studies demonstrated that the use of para-
,

negfessionals could give teachers more time and could lead to more cost-effective
itor ,. 1

P
production but a significant cfiange would have to take place in the relation of

'..

i professional to class assignment.6 . 4

These study results for teachers imply that teacher work roles,

and the organizational modes that support these roles, will hive to

be significantly changed if the division of labor is to bi reds-

signed.to achieve more professional work. The results furtBer sug-

gest that changes in teacher work roles will have to divorce the

professionals! instructional tasks from conventional clue homeroom

Emitting. whire considerable time is spent monitoring behavibr of

childTen, doing housekeeping, and other nonprofessional work., It

seems almost certain, in fast, that if teachers are not taken out

of their homeroom class roles and given greater oppoitunity to be'

full-time teaching specialists, then there will be few othrwways

to permit them to function as profesSionals. ,_,,) .

Nothing the research tea', observed in Many dike of work in the,

schools indicated conclusivel)) why it is necessary to assign 'profes-

sional teachers to homeroom. classes. Nonli of the tasks associated

with the noninstructional tasks of a homeroom moditor require pro-
..

6Id., pp. 63-64.

1 2
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fessional judgment. And everything we observed about the character
and capabilities of paraprofessionals suggests that they cotild very
successfully perform these roles. The hoMeroom monitor.and house-,
keeping role requires maturity and good judgment, but professional--''
task requirements are close to/nil.

If there is ode recoresendition that emerges clearly for practi-
cal implementation from tge work study, it is that schools experi-,
Bent more with staff assignment plans that place paraprofessionals
full time in the homeroom role while teachers function as*full-time
instructors who visit classes during the day primarily to teach..
Staffing arrangements along phew" lines would instill a clear daMar-
cation between instructionalopesnoninstructional work, and make a :

clean break from conventionil *Coles. Teachers would not necessarily
- be placed in antinteraction status that is too remote frOm children

. because teachers would "%longer work all day in "homerooms. In

0,
such a system,'teathers could have more,interaction, and more import
tent interaction, as\their instruction for-children increased..-
Paraprofessionals,_fer their part, would function as monitors, pre-
pare classes for teacher visitations,' and,also-contribute additional
instruction in the time they have remaining from more routine work.
The general nature of the work study results clearly implies that
if something like these new roles are not arranged in schools, pro-
fessional work productivity of teachers,will remain under the handi-
,cap of excessive nonprofessional tasks.'

Conant acknowledges he had to.accept the professional staffing pattern of

the schbol district drastically reducing his flexibility:
N

and his finings, it is surprising that he does not comment

nature of certification requirements or tiacher association

Considering this

on threstrictive

demands. Perhaps

he didn't because the, project was funded with Federal coney as part of the comr

k 4

pensatory education. program. Federal money was used to augment the staff of

paraprofessionals. In any event, Oregon happens to be one of the few states in

e-- which pupil/certificated teacher ratiOS are specifically set, by State Board

'of Education. Neither the'real savings nor, the educational benefits that could,

: result from Canines study could,be'realized by Oregadlidhool districts.

Xhet.problem,,of not being able'tO modify, - professional staffing ratios has
*\-c

been an obptacla to Many potentially cost-effective innovations, IPI included% '

The actual instructional sequenCes necessary foi\_ students to achieve instructional-

N.

13
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objectives'are designed into the IP; materials. Presuiably redistribution of

professional personnel with consequent increased prbductivity yould(seem to

be a logical outcome of ?I's installation..-in

In Auguit, 1973, the Office of Education spdneored a conference on "Improving

Productivity of.lc.hool Spite's Through EduCational Technology."?.,In his presenta-'
tion, Robert Scanlon displayed a table showing how much money adoption of IPI

i

had added to the cost per child in a variety of schools. He acknowledgediuriag
'-,.

. ... ,\
-, , 4r...:4

the'question:period
.

that ;PI represented add-on costs because no changes were 4 '

made.in staffing. "Then he,was asked,if a school and its staff wire designed
.

,,- . /

from scratch,' woulduse-of IPI still te an additive Cost. His response was that /'

;. /
IPI 'vould result in cost reduction beelines pupil/teacher ratios and4areirofes-",

0 '3

sional/certificated teacher ratios would both be affected favora,y in relation

to coat. In his presentation at the same conference, Reinich suggested that the

Federal government support a demonstration project in which an entire school

would be designed, constructed, and staffed on-the basis of demonstrated techno-

logies of instruction such as IPI, television,. CAI, etc. to determine what are

the best staffing arrangements to arrive,at cost-effectiVe programs. Unless this

approach is used, any comprehensive applications bf technology for cost-effective

purposes will run into protgetive staffing patterns.

Education and the Courts k

There is no question, that the courts are becoming more involved in matters

o

0

of education, but...).so far they have tended not to enter in disputes tVeen
4 n.

state agencies and school districts in reference to the issues of intt eat to

the project. Mostrecent-court decisions have centered,on constitutional ques

?R. G. Scanlon and J. Weinberger.- Improving Produ ctivity of School Systems

Through Educational Technology. P ilalelphia: Research for-Better Schools,

Inc. 1973.

a to/
4%, 14-
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tions of rights of individuals, or, in the state courts'i; on rights of indivi-
.

duals under contract.

The paucity of cease thatehave been brought. into state courts seems to be

related to the tradition of education being a self-governing community. The

courts have been reluctant to'entet info policy disputes unless there is a

"clear violation of state law. Where here is o ate law gm/brining a specific

issue, the courts have tended to ass e that the s ate boards have been dole=

gated the necessary authority. (At isms the stet courts have accorded more

power to state officials than they c red to eve.) In this kind of situation,
r

local school,administratori tend to egerd skate administrative decisions. as

"1,14:" If an action by a district is questi ed by the state agency, the,dis-,

(--...

trict tends not to go to court to settle the issue,'bUt, rather, negotiate. an

agreeable settlement with the agency. (A very pertinent,example of how this
e ,

works ,is discussedhelowfr
/
under rtification.)

.
,.

)

11

However, this may be changin: When the concept of in loco parentis was
.

.

abandoned: educational institutions were subject to suits by students over vie/

lations of individual rights. The st recent instance is the U. S. Supreme

Court decision that students cannot b`e suspended from school without a heari .

...--i
This decision following on the heels decisions involving dress codes, student

publications, rights of privacy, etc., would seem to spell out a whole new Bill

\ .

of Rights for students. .

fl .,

Now that the shell of self-governance has\heen cracked, other aspects of

institutional privilege may be due for questioning. A young man in the-San

Francisco area ie sueing the school district because he has a high school,

diploma but can't read. A woman has brought suit.against the Univetsity, of

Bridgeport (Connecticut) alleging that the course'she took was nothing like

the catalog description. Ceske-such as. these get closer to the heart ofyhe

1
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questions posed by this study. One the area ofpolicy-decisions hei,been

entered into, the Whole structure of educational governance may be ref-examined..

This has happened in'the area of school finance as reported under State Financial

1/\
Aid. /

One other important factor must be mentioned. Up, to about fifteen years ago,

adminiitrators and. teachers ended to share professional goals.' Adainistratori

werereluctant to press certain issues because 0professiOnal loyalty. Since

then, howeier, the "u7ited" profession posture- has been eroded. byNcontinuously

t
increasing ,teacher militancy. ,AdministraIrs and teachers have parted company

in professional associations and often at the bargaining table. ,Without the

support of superintendenti, teachers are going to be faced with more challenges.

toppreviously.accepted.pblicies (and vice versa). The concept. of the self-

governing community was valid only'as long as education wet a community. Am.

example of how interestS now divide on the issue of pupil/teadhorriatios it;
1

given in the section on Professional Negotiations.

Certification

Ceritfication can be divided into two parts. The first has to do with the

1,
authority of the state to license. This ismot'questioned. The decand has to

?

do with the authority of the state to'prescribe the number of licensees, or

certificated teachers, a school district must hire. The state does not pre-

scribe the number of,licensed physicians,
\ plumbers, barbers, etc., a town must

%have, but it often assumes the authority to specify by some formula the number

of certificateh teachers a school district needs. In one way or another this

is usually done by specifying a pupil /certificated teacher ratio. Sometimes the

,specification is made through the state school aid formula, simetimes by state

agency policy.

1.6
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The rationale of thisstudy holds that requirements of certificated

'teachers in ratio with specified numbers of students can discourage introduc-

tion of technology. Generally, the state departments of public instrtiotion

assume that the authority to specify pupil/teacher ratios isan extension of

the state's authority to license. 'Because of the tendency of the court's n o

question the state's authority in these-matters, administrators accept state

department iulings as having, the force of law. On the other hand, state depart-

ments often have been willing to "settle out of court" rather than risk a

challenge that might lead a court to rule in favor of the district. The case

of Addison Trail High School, Addison, Illinois, is an excellent it stration

of how this process works.

In Fall 1971, Addison Trail High School faced a typicil sitetion: one

moretyping class than staff could teach. After clearing the procedure with

appropriate county and state officials, °the high school started teaching the

extra typing class by closed-circuit television with a paraprofessional over-
0

seeing the TV class.8 The local teacher tsociation protested the action to

the state depaitment. After due beretion, the Mate department notified
eq.

t0

,

the district that it could continue the, class for th't school year but it would

have to stopNat that tinet In the meantime, the, state department would Obtain

a legal interpretation on the use of teacher allies. In June, 1972, the state

department notified the high school that the legal interpretation prohibited

use of non-certificated personnel in a situation requiring instructional°judg-

ment or evaluation unless under the immediate Supervision of a certificated.

teacher. Immediate supervision was interpreted to mean in.,,the same, classroom.

Note that dds was a legal interpretation by the state, not by a court.

,pf the school.
.1/411 information about Addison Trail was obtained correspondence and

,interviews with the principal

sr

17
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The. district continued negotiating with the state department with some

success. In June, 1973 (one year later), the state department reiterated that

4

the definition of supervision in its Formal Legal Opinion Number 8 did not

extend to the use of non-certificated personnel as described in ./the high school's

proposal. However, the state department went on in'the next lentence to apprise

the high school of new state regulatiOne, approved February. 1973, regarding the

use of non-certificated pe4rsonnel. Under the new regulations, the state depart-

ment was Able to approve the high school's program for the 1973-74 school year!

Two,provisions in the new regulations enabled the high school to continue its

110
program. First, immediate supervision was redefined to mean continuous manage-

/
men&of the teacher aide's activities. Second, the qualifications for a teacher

aide included the stipulation of at least thirty semester hours of college credit.

a

The individual used by the district attended college three ylars.

,

By satisfying the immediate demand, the state department in effect kept,

tiv innovation localized and elimineted the need for the district to sue.

/Although the district could have sought redress in the'coerts, the district was

not interested in pursuing a point of "law"; it simply wanpedipto teach.a

class by TV,. Because the legal question was not settled in court, the June,

1973, letter from the state department begs,.the question: If Another,high school

in Illinois wants to introduce a simillar program, will the state depeftment quote
416-

Formal Legal Opinion Number 8 or the February, 1973 regulations?

Perhaps because of'this "quasi-law" approach-to certification, we found

not a single litigation' that challenged the authority of the state' to set

staffing standards. But can the state department presume to specify staff
.

requirements of a school district? The question is asked this way because that's

the context in which the legal issue may be raised. Shouldn't the school's

effectiveness be based on output rather than input? It so happens that the

18
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4,stUdents in the TV class performed slightly better than the students in the"
4-

class taught directly.
e

49ther key issues in the questiOn oft impact of,certification on insPruc-
.

tional technology(are: What constitutes supervision, and her may supervision

be managed.. Hoban once stated; "In forty years, this concept of [instructional
. .

technology). in education has grown from one of a device for a'lessoo presentation

to one of a complete system of remotely controlled instruction covering an entire

course."9 In the Addison Trail instance, television was theinstrument through

which "instruction covering an entire course" was "remotely controlled." If

all instructional requirements are incorporated into the TV lessons, and if the

teacher aide is simply carrying out instructions from the TV teacher, and,

finally, if *Valuation of the students is planned and executed by the TV teachin

staff, then any certification requiremeMts should apply to the TV teacher, not

the individual, non-certificated or certificated, physically present in the cl

room. The 'California law that sells out distribution of *state aid to community 4

colleges, has changed over the years from direct supervision to indirect supe ion

of paraprofessionals by certificated staff. A great deal of the pressure for

change was the installation of audio-tutorial techniques and televised instruc-

tion. In both, the efforts of certificated personnel are incorporated in the,

materials; the peraprofessiceals are useCto make sure the system function*.

This is the context in which a school district maY challengeAuost directly any
4

pupil/certificated teacher staffing requirements,

In the Conant study cited earlier, Conant stated that increased productivity,

and increased instructional effectiveness, would result crom arranging.to keep

%

9Charles F. Hoban. "The Usable Residue of Educational Film Research," in New

Teaching Aids for the American Classroom. Institute for Communications

(/\
Research, Stanford University, 1960.

1.
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the professional teachers from having too much direct contact with classrooms

and students. By not'having constant, direct supervision, of paraproiessionali,
-e

the teachers coup become more effective.

The larger, context in which the capabilities of instructional technology

and certification requirements cla is dmittedly much thornier. Wtiat if the

TV lessons in Addison Trail were

of programed instruction? B

o tape instead of live, or in the form

e su instruction is repeatable, assurances of

as/Surance need not be based on the qualifi-

e instruction, nor on who is in the class-

oblems arise not only of certification,

e aid, both of which follow.

quality can be secured by actual use

cations of the personnel pr paring

room. In instances of kind,

but also of accreditati and sta

Accreditation

Examination of

diting association,

mints. For a varie

easiest way to ga

accrediting associ

teacher ratio. De

documentation, de

innovator. In oth

cation except comp

is suspect. Not t

However, from the p

will be questioned

will not. While the

he standar

reveals a d

y of ream

for schools published by the regional a

f nits "biasing" in, reference to staffing r Ire-

. , high schools want to be accredited and the

accredita on. is to follow-precisely the report forila of the

tioni. Do ng so requires a specific pupilhertificated

arture fr

ying a f

m this norm requires considerable explanation and

orable report. The onus is definitely on the
'4.

r words,"the "good" program (the one that requires no justifi-

iance) is the One that follows the guidelines. Any departure

t departures don't occur. They do and are often approved.

oject's point of view, technologically-based instruction -0

ile the same instruction delivered by a classroom teacher

gernegie Unit may not be the only way instruction will be'

measuredby an accreating association, it is the'only way that is accepted

without question.

20
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When programed instruction was first introduced into the'schools, perhaps

the most severe obstacle to acceptance was the tradition of using tine in class

as a standard rather than achievement. In traditional instruction, time is

4
constant (the numbers of. hours spent in class) and achievement is variable (the

grading system). In programed instruction, time is variable and achievement

relatively constant. Again, in accreditation practices emphasis is on input,

rather than output. c
In addition to regional accreditation requirements, schools may have to.

adhere to state accreditation. The force of state accreditation may be exercised

(as in the case oicertification) through state financial aid. Obviously, this

I is an important lever with which to force,complience withiltate department policy

in regard to staffing.

de.

According to a state representative of the North Central Association, the

Federal government is now using the accreditation'asaociation's evaluations as

the basis for distributing yccupational and 4Ocational training funds. Faced,

with the enormous probIemof having to decide whiCh'high school programs are

worthy of support, the Federal government, understaridably,- is willing to accept

the judgments of the association to which the high schools already voluntarily

belong. However, it serves to strengthen t eposition the accrediting
II

associations, thereby reinforcing the importance of input measures and ma make

technological innovation even more difficult.

However, th)ii legal status of accrediting practices is ;he main concern here.

4

The,legal status of a voluntary association is quiti different from that of a

dtate actrediting agency.

With slight variations among individual accrediting agencied 'the general

procedute fOr accreditation tikes follows:

2 1
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1. the association establishes certain minimum standards which each

educational institution must meet in order to receive accreditation;

2. representatives of the association visit each institution to observe

and interview;

3. the information obtained in addition to data submitted by the achOol

itself following a process of self=analysisis presented to a review

committee;
A.

4. accreditation is granted or denied, each decision beihg appealable to

a higher internal body.
,

It is the,stendards under step 1 above.which. generIlly provide the greatest ob-

. ,

4 .stacle to innovation. Th best example of this relat ,to teacfrriApil ratios.
LL

);

ia encies for se ondarY schooliO4° threi expiiCitly requireOf the six accrediting

that the overall ratio of students enrolled in a school to/dlassroom teachers be.

25 to 1 or less." Teachers'. aides and interns may be counted in 'the ±jatio as a

fraction of a teacher (1/3 to 2/3 depending on, degree of training).. The Southern
.

Association limits such use to 10% of the professional staff. The Npith Central

Association allows exception to its 25 to 1 ratio where evidence is submitted

. that teachers are regularly provided with clerical and/or paraprofessional help

for non - teaching{ duties, but otherwise does not credit paraprofessional help.'

.The three associations not using ratios require reply to general questions such

as "Is the numberof staff members adequate for the educational program?" and

10North Central ;association of Colleges and Secondary Schools; Northwest Assoc -

iation'of-Secondiry and Higher Schools; Western Association of Schools and

Colleges; Southern Association of Colleges and Schools; New England Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools; and the Middle States Association of Colleges

and Secondary Schools.

"See Southern Association, Principle E, Standard 2(a); Northwest Association,

Standard IX; North Central Association, Standard 4.60.
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"Are the teaching load'and total working load Ouch that maximum efficiency in

service is maintained?" 12 Such questions of?Oourse leave a great deal to indivi-

dual perceptions and conceivably could also present obstacles to technological

innovation should the'right (or wrong) individual play an important role in the

4acc tation piocess.'

It should be noted that the associations ikplicSly encourage innovation. .

For example, Principle 'I of the Southern Association states: "Member schools

are encouraged to carry on active experimental programs designed Co improve the

school." The comments to the Principle go on to state that "innovation and
r/ . .

experimentation which serve the needs of students and which are wel/l-planned,.

effectively implemented, and thoroughly evaluated shoula in no way jeopardize
.

the accredited status of a memberochool." When an experimental/design is at
I

.

/variance with the standards of the association, a proposed itu y must be submitted

to the St a Committee for approval prior to implementation Of the experiment.

Similar rocedures Ili used by the other associations to control the circumstances
i _ 4

, . c.
of innovation by their m embers. The burden of persuasign is clearly On the

Innovative.

What legal challenges ml.ght

agencies? 13 The educational ac

tary ass6ciation. The common

developed. generally, courtt have not interfered with the

it

such associations because they are private voluntary, and perate in areas of

used again a acts

editing agency is a pr.i ate,

w on voluntary associations

Of accrediting,

non-profit, volun-

reasonably well-

ernal affairs of

little concern to the public.14 Non-meibers have ncrenforceable right to memVr-
.

12Middle States Association, Standard 8. 1

131Heavy reliance in this discussion was placed on the Comment, "The Legal Status

IA-the Educational Accreditifig Agency: -Problems in Judicial Supervision and
z4.

a Governmental Regulation." 52 Cornell Law Quarterly 104(1966).

19See generally Annot. 175 A.L.R. 438; 5060.948) .
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ship. Members being expelled might have an action in contract but membership

implies acceptance of the association rules and these rules then become a part

of the contract. Once again judicial relief is precluded. However, for reasons

to be developed below, these. principles of law in this area are too. broad to-

control completely the extent to which educational accrediting agengiee should

be supervised by the courts.

Accrediting agencies may be excepted from the above common last because dieir

actions are intimately tied up with the public intercept, an aspect not generally

found in voluntary associations. This distinction is developed more fully in

the following quote from the article in the Cornell Law Quarterly:1

When_a private association is the only group operating in an area
of vital public concern, it enjoys a sort of monopoly power; if

that power, because of public reliance upon it becomes great

enough to make membership a necessity for successful operation in

that area, courts may intervene. If the applicant meets the

admission standards of the group -- at legait'lnsofar as they are

not_pmitrary to public policy -- and hie admission would not sub-.

verk the group's basic purposes, the granting of membership in,
the association nay be cjompelled. This principle has been applied

to lihor unions and professional associations, and similar rea-

Boning may well be applicableto educational accrediting asisocia-.

tions. -.Society has coma to rely on accreditation as a means of

judging the quality of education; employers, schools, and eapeci-

allystete licensing boards,noW depend heavily upon eduCteional

standards maintained through the proceeeof accreditation.

The queStion then is how 4unjust" o "arbitrary" the-refugel st be to warrant

intervention.

Before judicial intervention %fa be warranted however, an aggrieved' party

must show that it has exheusted all dies avails s with the. fr 'work of

the association. This require tent may provide the major et ling bl ek to

iibtaiding judicial relief in the area of educational innovat on. As as Menti

above, while the innovator must go to extra lengths to obtain accrediton, the

14upra, n 13, pp. 113-4.
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procedures are available within the associations to dbtain approval.. Deniils

of accreditation also may be appealed within the assotiation. In fact, the

National Commission, on Accrediting requires ad a condition for recognition that

°;.

an association provide "a regular mesnelPrwhereby the chief administrative offir

. b

of an institution may Appeal tothe final authority within that agency."8

Should such internal appeals bear unsatisfactory

judicial relief might then be sought: The court

an accrediting agency has a number of,fact1 ors to

results for the innovator,

faced with qnpstions concerming

balance. The quasi - public

nature of the association and adverse Affect on the public from that agenCy*

actions is one consideration. In addition, the extreme consequencesof disaccre-

ditation on a school might make a court. inclined to interfere then in the

case of other, private associations: On the other hand,,the court might seek to

preserve the-autonomy of the agency and defer toots special competence when

there is a close call' o be made the situation present whenever - technological

innovation in education is the issue. In the feW cases available In this area

the latter considerations have proved determinative. For example, in North

Dakota v North Central Association of Colleges d Secondary Schools 17 an ikt-

junction was sought to restrain the AssociationAssoc' fr withdrawing the accredita-

tion of a state college. Iuch Withdraiml as threatened because an investiga-

tion had shown that firings of faculty at she school allegedly withoUt cause
6

and without opportunity to be heard had aff cted faculty morale. The Court

denied'xhpoInjunction, concluding that "in t a absence of fraud,' collusion,

arbitrariness, or breach of contract, such as to give rise to a civil action,

the decisions of such voluntary associations, ust be accepted as conclusive."18

;

16National Commission on Accrediting. Fac

Recognized Accrediting Agencies. 'U. S. Of ce of Education. 1964.

723 F. Skipp.,694 (4.D. Ill.), Aff'd WF2d. 697 (7th Cir. 1938).

ut the Commission:. 'Criteria for

18Id. at 699.

25,
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The most recent accreditation case, and perhaps the most isNortant in

defining the relationship between the courts and accreditation aseociati

%-
is the Marjorie Webster Junior College case.° In that cane a standard of

"non-profit" operation before accreditation was attacked both as'a viotation of

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and as a denial of due process. On the first challenge

the court said that inc dental restraint bf trade,.abeent an intent to effect the

commercial aspect ofthOib444$1 arts or learned pofessions was not sufficient

$,

to warrant application of the anti -trust laws to the arts and learned profes-,

siona. The discussion of the due process charge by the court is especially

significant. Ruling once again in favor of the accreditation looney, the court
N, v. 4*

layed down some guidelines for judicial intervention in educational ascredita-

tion affairs. Relevant considerations were the extent of the association's con-

1$

trol of the field, the extent of potential harm which could be'attributed to

lack of accreditation, and whethirthe standards challenged were being applied

in an evenhanded fashion. Then the court went on to say that the extent of

judicial power to:regulate standards set by private professional associations
0

must be related to the necessity for judicial intervention, meaning that the

extrir-to which deference is due to the professional judgment of the association

will vary, both with the subject matter, at issue and the degreo-of harm resulting

'from the as a ions. Therefore, less deference may be due professional

judgment 'when the question is not one of substantive standards but rather one

concerning fairness, of procedures by which ihe'challenged determination was

reached. The opini seems to day that the internal mechanism for adopting

'standards will be vu erable to charges of inadequacy if standards are not

adopted by thee, mama e of the wise and coniideredjurnt of experienced, non-
e

19Mar orie Webster J or Coils ;e v Middle States AssociatiOn of Cale ea and

Secondary School 432 '.2d. 650 (D.C. Cir. 1970 ce t, den 400 U. 8.,965

(1970).
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partisan Aaimaginative officials rwho accord a full measure of opportunity

to be heariito s w3 will be expected to conform to the standards.

Where then does- this iihool that wishes to adopt a program in:,
volving instructional technology 'and still retain its'accreditation? It is

unlikely there will be any recourse t
*
o the courts. While the standards used/

by accrediting associations may work against sdCh innovation, the procedures

are available to gain approval for such:aprogra

hibited by the accrediting associations and therefore there is little possibi-
.

'lity of a lawsuit eing sUCcessfUl.

Such innovation is not-pro-

State' School Aid

Ten years ago, when the senior author first started considering the relations-
vt4.

ship of the governance of educe n to instructional technology, he.ioon

',Covered that many state aid formu as acted to "bias" staffing requirements of,--)

school districts. While ;hates/lid:was ostensibly on aper pupa betas, in reality

the amount of aid depended on some fetm of classroom or instructionatunit. A dis-
,

. Aria could maximize its state aid by complying with the State fOrmuia of certi-

ficited staff to pupils. As one might expect, indetates basing aid on inatruc-

1.-

tional or classroom units, state on the aid formula to enforce-

certification requirements. In her °On, the priOumed authority of the state
,

Vg4(
to specify the number of ceitificated perionnel a distr lomat hire was imple-

..P
,tented through state aid formulae." Formulas of this kind e copaidered by

this study to be anii7rechnology becanie they force staffing patt s not based

on ii considered deployment of resources in relation to output.,

f' At-the
. /

start of the-project, we began to document stated in which Such

formulas re tiled. However, we soon disco re(that the sltandard it rature,

"In states where "teacher" is broadly efined.districts tend to re uire all/d
professional personnel to'be certificated. 'For example,-degreed soc 1 workers

May have to get certificated as teachers before districts will hire them.
, *.

.
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011 state aid is out of date. We have found that no area of-education gover-

iliance is in as great a condition of flux state aid. eThe Serrano, Rodriauezi',

and similar decisions have caused a number f states to re- examine the whole

structure of school funding. The responses to court demands fOr teviewhave
,\

so far tended to produce state aid formulas potentially far more conducive

- to technologically -based instruction than the ones they are replacing. The

new formulas are based on a concept of "equal yield" rather than on instruc-

tional units. ':The state guarantees that each district will wind up with the same

/

amount of money per student for each mil levied. Because the directives pf the
J. S

.
.. .

,
.2:

courts have s eased *spo ol*, for-studInts,the new formulas have dropped references
. -

to certificate taff.,'So far, fourteen states have commissioned extensive

reviews of their state aid formulas. Most of these have enacted new state aid

legislation based the commissioned reviews. Several more years will have(to

elapse before an assessment of the new stateNald laws can 'be nide, because many ,_)

if not all will be challenged in the courts. For example, th4 new Kansas law

has been ruled unconstitutional by the State Supreme Court and is in process of

revision.

An excellent 'example of the effect of the "new" legislation is found in an

analysis of an act passed by the legislature of the State of Maine. On page 39

under the_be4ding "Inventive 'provisions" appears the, following:
2 1

ass Size ... .9

o reference appears in the act.relative to class size. A

former rovieion is repealed which mandated that each unit employ
.

at least ne teacher for each thirty elementary pupils in average

daily memberphip except in the kindergarten where the ratio.shalI .
not exceed one teacher to sixty pupils and at least one teacher

for each twenty-five high [Khoo' pupils. ft, .
4

'

21itermit S. Nickerson. "An Idea Whose Time Has Come: Analysis of an Act

Equalizing the Financial Support of School-Units." Mimeographed.. State of

Maine., 1973.-
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f the new approach to, state finance continues to omit thaclassroom'or instruc-

tional unit as a means of determining state 'school aid, a traditional lever of
e

.

enforcement of staffing requirenen will be disappearing. However? as will be

pointed out under Professional Negotiations, the teacher associations are ready
f ,

to take over protective action.

Yq In states still retaining some state aid bpsed on certificated staff, the

California model, citeiriarlier, is the one to follow. If students and pare-
,

mb,

professionals are under he direct or indirect supervision of certificated staff,

then the instructional uni. is counted for state aid.

The question of whettier 'the state may legally withhold state funds in order
- .

to nforce certain state requirements has notbeen,dettiedi_ In OhAmi the Ohio.,

Appelate Court ruled against the Ohio"State Department's withholding of state

aid because a local school district did not obeY% directive to close a achoo1.22
to

The Ohio statute in force at the tiLe stated:

If upon the examination of the situation in any school district
the Director of Education is satisfied that any adjustments or
changes in local school policy and administration shduld be made

as a condition of participation in the state educationarfund,
he may order such adjustments and changes, to be made.

This certainly gaVe the State Director broad powers. However, the court held

that the exercise of that authority had taken away the local board's discretionary .

right anAprevented the local board from using ndependent judgment. Two years,

later the Ohio legislature modified the tatu in question. While the right

to withhold funds was maintained, thlegial ture limited the conditions under
.

Ammo._

which funds could be withheld and provided mechanism for local board to

seek exceptions.23 The author goes on to cite several other cases in wh ch the

22Christman v State, 45 Ohio App. 541, 18/ N2E. 584, (1932).

23R. R. Hamilton. The Bi-Weekly School aw Lotter, University of'Iyoming,

mummy 7, 1954..
ra.
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courts denied the state the right to withhold state funds to force compliance

- with state regulations. He concludes with the statement that the.courts- often

-have prevented states fro:ma influencing local school policy by &lying state
°

funds.

However, 111,a case inyashington state, the court upheld the State Board

of Education when it withheld state funds to a school district because.the

4° 7

State Superintendent denied the district approval and accreditation of a pro-

lectedhigh school.'` But the central ism!e was whether an eleumAtary,school

. ,

district could build. a high school in an area already adequately served by

other high school districts. Thei issue,-therefore, was not control over ongoing

school policy.

summary,' the courts may look with favor.on school diftrict challenges

to the power of a state department of education towithhold funds in order to

force compliance with either pupil/teacher ratios or state accreditation where

the school dis ct can show that departures from requirements are programmati-

.

tally sound.

Professional Negotiations

The teacher associations are taking over fromfitate aid as the chief pro-
.

tectors of the status quo in regard to certification. As would be expected,

the teacher associations see staffing requirements tied to dertification as a

professional necessity. As revealed by an examination of modolicontracts pub-

lished by the National Education Association, the associations are firmly

holding on to a "labor intensive" concept of staffing. Recommendations in

relation to class size and maximum total pupils contacted place severe limits-

' tions on seeking cost-effectiveness through technology. Opposition to differen-

24Dupont -Fort Lewis School District No. 7 v Brnno,79 Wash. 2d 736, 489 P. 2d

171 (1971).
/'
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tiated staff,Lng arrangement and tight restrictions on any instructional

activities of paraprofessionals support the labor intensive outlook, of teach?

groups,- In times of economic stress, negotiations'tend to protect the "hard-

?core" professional staff by sacrificing what they regard as expendable program

elements, and by cutting down on non-profissional staff.

If viewed from an historical perspective, teaiher associations are a blend

of guild and craft union. The traditional posture of education as a self-

governing society encourages" guild type structure. The guilds were self-

-governing, the members_set standards of admisiion, a limit was placed on the

number of workers a master could hire, disputes were settled internally, and

I ,

reliance was placed on passing-on of ski/ls (a Sody of common practice) rather

1 . :
.

than on technology: It is easy to see bow indmatrialism_could not develop fully

1
until the restrictions imposed

,

by the guilds Werd'oliertome.- Aipsets of tbis

historical analogy ean, of course, be extended into the current educational

setting.

In regard to the history of unionism, teacher associations would appear to

be going through a stage analogous to craft unionism of fifty Or so years ago.

Demands are governed by short-term goals focused on imhediate welfare gains.

This may be a necessary stage to go through in order to secure a base from

which departures from practice can then be made. In any event, as mentioned

before, current negotiations are making education more labor inte lye in the

face of rising costs.
,

Since the 1.950s when the first state laWs were passed grenting public

employees the right to negotiate with their employers, 'at least thirty-four

states have decided to permit public e loyer-eloyee negotiations:25

25P. Blair. "State Legislature Control Over\the Conditions of Public Employment

in Defining the Scope of Collective Bargainini,for State and Municipal Employees,"

26 Vend. L. Rev. 1,'3-4 n. 18 (1973).
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,

Significantly affected by this movement have been-teachers in their contractual'

negotiations with school boards.

dons have beelOUned by teachers

Rarely limited to wage concerns, these negotia-

tdachieve various professional goals." The

pxtentto which the demands of teachers in these negotiations present possible

obstructions to the use of innovative educational technolOgy and the extent tai

which these demands are being agreed no will be the limited concern,of this

section.

The growth of public employer-employee collective bargaining has been slowed

by fears concerning the effects such bargaining will have on the ability of the

public employer to formulate public policy.

twin

This section will attempt to ascer-

the extent to which the use of educational

such a policy determination. The vario

technology has been considered

state statutes have dandled this pro-

bleM of-educational policy different y. At on xtreme, the public employer is

obligated to

the statutes

"meet and confer" op/i non-binlAng'agreement.27, A the other extreme

appiently authorize wide-open negotiations on a binding contract."
.

The liberal treatment in the latter type of statute is usually restricted-in

41
varying degrees by both adminiatrative'ruling and judicial decision.29 In

"See/generally, DI. L. Kirp. "Collective Bargaining in Education: Professionals

as a Political Interest Group." 21 J. Pub. Law 323 (1972).

27see e.g., Cal. Gov't Code 13500 (West. Supp. 1974).

28See e.g., N.Y. Civ. Ser. Law art. 14 (McKinney 1973).

290n the uliimate'effect of the statute involved on the contents of agreements,

see "Teacher CollectiveBargaining -- Who Runs the Schools?" 2 Pordham Urban

L. J/ 505 (Spri9g, 1974).,
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between are those statutes which expressly limit the scope of bargaining."

With the different statutory treatments present, one would expect the effect

teachers have on the formulation of, policy tovary considerably; however, at
P

least one empirical study, a comparison of teacher contracts in a "meet and

.confer" state with those in a "wide-open negotiations" state, concludes that

the tqatrittiveitless of the statute does not seriously affect the role the

r:teachers play in the. making of educational pol,icY.3", In both states' that role

-..-./rwas a substantial one. The potential effect of teacher collective bargaining
,

,

on technological innovation,in education, therefore cannot be ignored.

Whet are the impediments to innovation caused by the demands of teachers?

Perhaps the primary one regards pupil/teacher ratios. That such ration are

considered important by teachers is clear. A recent handbook cdhtaining model

2

language to be used by teachers in bargaining suggests a number of clauses on

this subject, the general drift of which is to limit the ratio of pupils to

total classroom teachers within a district to 25 to 1 with teachers b ing paid

on a proreted basis for pupils 14 excess of the r`atio.32

/
.Such ratios if accepted

"Nev. Rev. Stat. 5288.151((1973)'reads: "Each local government employer is

entitled, without negotiatiod: (I) To direct its employees; (b) To hire,

promote, classify, transfer, assign, retain, suspend, demote, discharge or take

disciplinary action against Any employee; (c) To relieve anyemployee from duty

because of lack of work or for any other legitimate reason.) To maintain the .

efficiency of its governmental operations; (ePTo determihe the methods, means

and perkonnel by which its operations are to be conducted; and (f) To take what-

ever actions may be necessary to' carry out its responsibilities in situations of

emergency. Any action taken under the provisions of.this subsection shall not

,
be construed as a failure to negotiate in good, faith." Also see Montana Statutes,

N.B. 455 1971L which reads ". . .,T be matters,of negotiation and bargaining for

agreement shall not include ka,iters of curriculum, policy of operation, selec-

tion of teachers and other personnel, or physical plant of schools or other

school facilities."

31"Teacher Collective Bargaining -- Who Runs the Schools," supra, n 24, p. 569.

32Roger P. Kuhn. "Not for Granted: Language for Teacher Collective Bargaining

Contracts." California Teachers Association, Southern Section, 1125 W. Sixth St.,

Los Angeles, CA 90017. 1971.
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.by the school boards clearly work against technological innovation by locking

the schoOl system into a 'ce'Ptified teacher-25-pupil-per-Classroom structure.

The danger is tha Boards of Educationwill naively agree to such ratios-withouty
stt

considering their\impact. Such was the case in contract negotiations in a

New Jersey city. The article agreed upon read: goal for class size will

be to maintain academic classes nit in, excess of 25 pupils. Immediate steps

will be taken to assure that no academic class will be maintained at a level in
-

excess of 30 pupils for the school year 1970-71." Theechool board was unable to

fulfill such a promise and the teachers' association filed a grievance. The

grievance went to binding arbitration under a contractual provision. Because of

the article's clear language, the arbitrator ruled against the board and ordered

V
it to comply fully with its class size article within 45 days after the issuance

of his decision."
o4

As indicated above, teacher groups have been attempting to negotiate a
P

monetary penalty from the district whsp ratios exceed,a specified, amount. The

strategy is-that if a state has prohibited negotiation in regard to class size,

the negotiable penalty clause would have the same effect. This has happened in

.Nlchigan. The courts have not ruled as to whether such penalties are simply

another way of negotiating class size.'

Must school boards negotiate the issue of pupil/teacher *atios? The decisions

6

the courts conflict somewhat but the clear trend is to make such reacts non-

mandatory bargaining items; that is, the school board bargain on these issues

if it wishes but need not as such issues are considered wit n the area of

managerial policy. In only one inntance has it been expressly h d that pupil/

teacher ratios are so closely related to the terms and conditions of employment

31Trenton Education Aseficiation and Trenton Board of Edudation (AAA Case No. NNN

14 -39 -0203 -71 -J,,Jan. 140 1172). ,,
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that they must be bargained over by school boards.34. The courts and/or adUitni-
.

strative agencies of Pennsylvania," Nebraska,36 and New York37 have held that

class size and ratioi are either nonbargainable or'at least non-nandatorili

%11

bar ainable. The treatment of. this matter by the New York courts is interesting.

,i0rigi ily the Court of Appeals favored the "wide- open" approach tO negotia-

tions. -A 1972 decision held that any matter connected with terms and conditions

of employment must be regarded asa negotiable issue unless some State statute

Contains an explicit prohibition against bargaining on it.38 The court rejected

the contention thit a public igency is prohibited'-from negotiati on any subject

unless the law.expressly requires it to negotiate. Than in 1974 the Court of

Appeals upheld a lbWer court decision that -class size is an ite upon whic

school board need not bargain." The thrUst of the deciiion is pat class size.

is a basic element of edUcational policy and that such decision should not be

made over a negotiating table but rather should be made by tho e having the
R,

"Waihoe County School District and Washoe County Teachers Association (Nev.

Local Gov't Employee - Management Rel. Bd., Oct. 9, 1971).

"Penn'. Labor Rel. Bd. v State College ea School District 'Ti Board of

Directors, Case No. PERA 0-828-0 (Oct. 971).

''...-._

36In School Dieted-I' of-Seward Edu tion Association v School District of Seward

199 N.W. 2d 752 (Neb. 1972) at 75 , the Nebraska Supreme. Court stated: "Without

trying to, lay down any specific ule, we would hold that conditions of employ-

ment can be interpr ted to incl de only' those matters directly affecting the

1
teacher's welfare. Without at eapting in any way to be specific, or to limit

the foregoing, we w uld consi er the following to be exclusively within the

management perogative: The right to hire; to maintain order and efficiency;

to schedule work; to control transfers and assignitents; to determine what extra-

curricular activities may be supported or sponsored; and to determine the curri-

culum, class size, and types of specialists to be employed."

37West Irondequoit Teachers Association v Helsby, 346 N.Y.S. 2d 418, 42 A.D.

2d 208 (1973); affm'd 35 N.Y. 2d 49, 358 N.Y.S. 2d (1974).

'38Board of Education of HunciWonyAgEostated Teachers of Huntington, 30

N.Y. 2d 122, 282 N.E. 2d 109 ( 72).

"See supra, n 37.
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direct and sole responsibility therefor. Read with the earlier case, the

courts appear to have concluded that matters of educational policy, such as

class size, need not beDbargainid over by school boards but should such an

agreement be reached it will become enfordeable. Such a reading is consistent

with an earlier,ruling by New York's Public Employment Relations Board."

The impact of these rulings'in New York is somewhat unclear, but the resats of

a recent study of teacher employment contracts in New York suggest that the

school boards' Inelinetion to inter Into negotiations on class size has been
a

little affecte.d.41 Over Walf the contracts studied contained, a class size pro-
-

vision.

Teachers are also making themsel4es heard on this issue in California.

the study mentioned above approximately three-fourths of all teacher employment

agreements in that state were found to contain a class size clause.42 This is

interesting in /ight ofthe fact that there is some case'law within, the state

to the effect that a school board does not have legal authority to enter a

binding agreement on educational policy matters." If class size is considered

a matter of-educational policy, as it generally is, then these provisions are

,unenforceable. Nevertb4less it ill significant that such a large percentage of

the school boards agreed to these clauses in the firsplace. It is perhaps

reflective of the liberal "meet and confer" type of statute tinder which employ-

3060 1971).

School District v New Rochelle Federation of Teachers, 4 P.E.R.B.

4.1"TeaChe'Collective Dar ining rio Runs the Schools," supra, n 29, p. 553.

42Id., p. 554.

"Hayes v Association of Classroom Teachers, 76 L.R.R.k. 2140, 2104 (1970);

see also Grasko v Los Angeles, 107 Ca. Rptr. 334, 31 Cal. App. 3d 290

(Ct. App. 2d Dist. 1973).



sent collecttve bargaining takes,place. California. req1kres school boards to

discuss at least the proced
0
ures relating to educational policy if the teachers

so retuest even though a binding agreement cannot be !ads."

In Ariiona, a court upheld the "neet and confer" part of a contractual

agreement but not-that part of an "impasse procedure/1 requiring board compliance

with an outside /facilites. The issue arose over the/board's refusal to users'

negotiated "impasse procedure" in regard to teachers' salaries. In a suit

0

brought by the teacher association'to enforce the tprocedUre, the court held

the agreement legal insofaras the "impasse procedure" required joint meetings

of both parties, but illegal in that the "impaaseiprocedure" required the board,

against its better judgment, to bargain the issue). Enforcing the procedure, the

court ruled, would be to vest int union the exclusive power 'Omitted by the.

legislature to the board to determine employee-employer rerationships."
a

According to this court, at least, compulsory mediation and arbitration, a

common method of settling disp4tes in both public and private sectors, would

seem to be ruled out in Arizona. 'If one assumes that once a'school board

negotiates a provision it generally will w k to comply with it regar ess of

its legal enforceability, then the act of these agreements the use of

innovative educational technology may well te substantieL.,

In a suit not decided as of this writing, the Philadelphia Parents'll,nion

has charged the city with'abdicating its policymaking duties by allowing the

Philadephii Federation of Teachers to share decision-making powers over extra-

curricular activities, teacher transfers, working conditiois, joint committee*,

m* over the right to arbitration in the dismissal of a nontenured teacher.

''Cal. Educ. Code 5113080-90 (West 1969), as amended (West Supp. 1974).

"Bd. of Ed. v Scottsdale Ed. Ass'n., 17 Ariz. App. 504, 498 P. 2d 578 (1972).

. 3 7
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The suit seeks to have nullified pertine v,,secrions of the contrect between

, .

the union and the city on the basis of v olation of the state school code and

the/ihiladelphiacity charter. The par tgroUp regards those pr.:it/181one of

the contract as roadblocks to quality ducation. The union" of coureet sees

the action as "union busting." The su t raises the larger question of the

extent to which a school district can contract away its responsibilities. This

question will be discussed in the next section.

It is conceivable that other anti-technology provisions will be demanded

by teachers who feel threatened by the use of educational technology. For

example, teachers might well request that staffing requirements continue to be

tied to certification to avoid the extensive use of teacher aides in conjunction

with educational technology, particularly in co*inatiOn with differentiated

staffing; or teachers might seek to ploy a crucial role in the development and

implementation of innovative educational programa. Neither of this* demands

have hien reflected in the current agreements, but as one commentator suggests

"almost anything is negotiablo."46 As the impact of toahology on education is

,felt one can expect increasing awareness and opposition by teachers' associa-

9
t ions to the extent that their menlrs' interests are adversely affected.

As local teacher groups gain inexperience in negotiating agreements,

Afianation seems to shift from an emphasis on welfare issues to an emphasis on

7.7

"conditions of work" (broadly defined) and policy quostions.47 For example,

several local.aasociations had negotiated the procedures involved in approving

0

"John L. Metzler. "Scope of Negotiations in Public Education," 2 Journal of

Law and Education, p. 145 (Jan. 1973).

47William J. Schaefer, Jr. "A Study of Negotiated Contracts and Their Actual

and Perceived Effects on School District Media Programs." Unpublished

Doctoral Diisortation, Indiana Univeraity, Bloomington, 1974.
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/the purchase of instructional ma rials and text ooka. "Instructional materials",

I, could include instrumentation is well as materi 0, e.g. closed, ci utt tele-

vision, audio-tutorial laboratories, and computer assisted fnstru Even

if instrumentation is not included directly! programing would be. Teadher groups

might not approve purchase of an entire course on video tape or film, ot,in a

form useable in an audio-tutoal lib on the basis that the materials Could be
...

used to replace staff, or might be used to bleak a strike. 'Purphase Of tndivi -

dual items may not-be seen as at threat, but purchases of instructionh systems

could be. A recent study rave ed that union negotiators in-particular viewed

11educational media as potential rivals and as threats."

The' possibility of a Federal 'bargaining law has been railed recently in

Congress. Predictably the American Asso ation of School Administrators is

opposed to a Federal law. One of the implications of such a law foresees state,

and local political officials becoming directly involVed in negotiations.

Also of concern to administrators is the possibility of the Federal, law permit-

.

ting bargaining over policy issues. However, a Federal Bargaining law that

vent much further thanlimply legalizing negotiation.'would probably be declared

unconstitutional. An amendment to the Constitution would be required placing

P

the responsibility for education under the Federal goveryeent.' SuCh an amend-
.

went is highly unlikely. t .

Legal Status of,the School Board's Authority to Contract

The extent to which boards of education and skate departments of education

can delegate qucational'responsibility is not clear. Thib question was raised

in the last section in reference to professional negotiations. Court decisions

favorable to school boards in negotiation issues may*not be favorable when applied

"Paul Dawson. "Teacher Militancy and instructional Media.' 19 AV C cation

Review, pp. 184-197, Summar, 1971.
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to areas in which the board chooses to delegaiw.pstructionL1 authority. 'Per-
.

/ .

formance'contracting is one such area.
_ 1

.

While performance contracting is not a current, issue 'in education, it was

in the immediate past'and could become an issue once again. Certainly the

basic legal queltienflwas leftinnanswered duking the relatively brief period of

time that perfolkoance contracts were in vogue.
P

The vast majority,oi performance .contracts were negotiated between school

boards and private agencies. The contracts ranged from imp6vement f specific
.)

skills of Itmoified groups of children to assignment of an entire school (Gary,

Indiana) to a private company. Considering the wide geographic distribution of

performance contracts, it is strange that in no state was a case brought into

court challenging the legal authority of aboard of education to delegate

instructional authority.. While each stater am its unique set of'educations

codes, all states have created networks of school districts for the purp

of carrying Out-the state's constitutional authority over education./

School districts may be generally defined as local administrative anthori- .

ties with fixed territorial limits,, created by the legislature, and subordinate

to its will, as agents of the state for the sole purpose of.administering public,

education." As 4 legislatively created division nrof the.state, a school

district enjoys closer.proximation to the state than to the comMunity it, serves."

One of the corollaries of this theorem that the school district is legally

regarded as an instrumentality of the state, created,by the state, for state

purposes, is that the school distr t has -tit inherent power to contract.51

aa
It must look'to the legislature f r the eillient of Its contractual authority.

"Kies v Lowry, 199 U.S. 233,.50L.Ed. 26, g0%44t. 27.

"Monaghan v School District, 211 Or. 360 3i5 P. 2d. 797 (1457).

"Wichita Public School Employees v Smith, 397 P.Id....357 (Ks. 1964); Barth v
School District of Pennsylvania; 395 Pa. 557, 143 A2d. 909 (1958).
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Often langia e of the .tates and the cases interpreting the powers

board may exercise appear to give the school board altost unlimited control

r.over education. For example, it is rouinelY said:thatthe school board pos-\
\

,e0

*mimes the powers'expressly ;granted by statute, "those necessarily or fairly

implied" in the "powers expressly granted," and "those essential to the declared

objects and purposes of the corpoiation."52 The board is allowed wide-discre-

tion in determining policies and broad latitude in carrying out the "objective

of providing the best. possible !system in the most efficient and economical way. "53

Ilvspite of this first-glance "hands off" approach by the coUrts owever, there

may be several, legabsticles to a performance contract. For exampl a,per--.

formance contract might be-attacked is against public pdlicy if the schoo board
, ..

4
,

has contracted to employ private individuals when public employee. haveteen4
\,

employed to perfori a comparable job.54 To avoid this pitfall the school board

might0411 ligOt the contract to thote services which the school ca6nnot provide.

(orperhaps cannot provide effectively)

A more general objection might be that t

or statutory duty to perform a task which has been ontracted to the outside

school is under a constitutional

.
. . -, .

party. For example, Article IX section 6 of the. California Constitution provides,

in part that: "No school-or college or any other part of th Public School

System shall be directly or indirectly, transferred from the Public School Systet

or placed under the juriidiction of any authority other than one included within,

52McGilvra'v Seattle School District, 113 Wash. 619, 624194 P. 817, 819
(1921).

53Utah Plumbing and Heating Contractors Aos:n. v Board of Education, 19 Utah
2d. 203, 206, 429 P. Id. 49, 51 (1957).

54Reed-Martin. "Performance Contracting: Making It Legal," 87 Nations Schools

p. 62, January 1971:
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the Public School Sittem." a recent case,55 this language was limited to

transfers 9f the responsibility for_the`actusl teaching process but was held

not to prohibit a contract fot,research and development with an outside party

aimed aeimproving education. However, in another California case," a School

board was barred from contracting with an outside &garlic)? fO4Nprdinary janitorial

services. The court stated that school districts have power to tract only

as provided by statute, and in the absence of such provision, the board in

question_wai required to employ classified personnel for that purpose. This

is a narrow reading of the law and would seem to foreclose the possibility of

perfmmance contracting. A more generalopreading would be that.while a.performance

contract involves teaching by outside; parties, the whole transaction still remains

,within -the jurisdiction of the public achbol System. To protect such a reading

the school board would probably have to maintain close control over at least the

,

.
<

baeic'Ipolicies and goals under iohich the performance contractor is working. The

),,...

1

,,,,

eV'eptl Of the control necessary has yet to be defined. There Is no Case law in
N-,..

4.,

this area evidently because the course of American education has been one of

e
'consolidation and centralization of authority in order to gain the economic and

other advantages of size and there are few instances of decentralization of sub-

-

stantial authority in the school systeMa.57

The qUestion of control raises perhaps the biggest obstacle to performance
r.

contracting. There is a traditional rule that once,thellegislature has granted

55California Sch, Emp. Assn. v Sunnyvale Elemen. Sch. District,
1
36 Cal. App. 3d.

46, 111 Cal. Rptr. 433 (1973). 0 ,

I

"California School Employees Ass'n. v Willits Unified Sch. District, 210 Cal.

App. 2d. 776, 52 Cal. Rptr. 765 (1966).

57"SchoorDecentralization: Legal Paths to Local 'Control." 57 Georgetown,

Law Journal 992, 994 (1969).

I
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power to an agency, that power cannot be transferred to either an outsider or

a Abordinate.§8. The rationale for the rule prohibiting subdelegation seems to

be the fear,of arbitrary action by iv' agent acting in its own intereste7d,not

in the public's interest. The general rule has been, mo4ified to the extent

that subdelegation will be upheld ii the delegated duties involve an acceptably

small decision-making power." Often a division is made between discretionary

duties and ministerial duties with only the latter being transferable. Of

courseCmost duties invelve the use of some discretion,lso the problem is one of

degree. In the context of school board actions, the ban on subdelegation has

beenIetrictly applied." For example, the appointment by a superintendent of a

'teacher has been held an illegal usurpation,of the statutory dyties vasted,in
0

the-achool board." It is clear all aducatien policy - making functions Must be

performed by the school board.62' For this reason one commentator on the legality

of performance contracting suggests three factors Which will show a retention

of control,bx the *0°01 board." First, properly drafted program specifica-
,

tions which leave little to interpretation can indicate the board's intent to

remain in charge. Second, the school must provide sufficient staff expertise

"Aspics v American Woolen Co., 74 R.I. 425, 60 A. 2d. 865 (1948); Hillman v

Northern Fusco County People's Util. Dist., 213 Ore. 264, 323 P. 2d. 664

(1958).

Gamboni v Otos County, 159 Neb. 417, 422, 67 N.W. 2d.

"Murry v Union Parrish School Board, 185 So. 305 (La. 1938);

Rduc., 264 Ky. 150, 94 S.W. 2d. 321 (1536); Muehring v School

Minn. 432, 28 N.W. 2d. 655 (1947); Gavend v City of Thornton,

(Polo. 1969).

"Coleman v District of Columbia, 51 App..D.C. 352, 279 F. 990 (MU;
Big Sandy School Dist. v Carroll, 433 P. 2d. 325 (Colo. 1967).

489, 495 (1954).

Smith v Board of
Dist., 224
437 P. 2d. 778

62See Martin, supra, n 54.

631d.
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to monitor the program while in operation. Finally, the-purpose of the contract

must indicate the desire to retain controi. An open-ended program with no

evaluative standards or no procedure for absorption by the school system if

the program proves successful may fail as contracting away too um discretion.

The safest approach legally would be to have such '-'turnkey" procedures

into the original contract.
t

There are three other possible arguments' for performance contracting which

might avoid the ban on the delegation of discretion First it might be argued

that a school board has an implied poiterof experiment

recognized'h at least one coUrt.64 In that case the Chicago School Board had

This has been \

(-

permitted students voluntarily to split their school day between public and
,

s.private scho Ir <,esence the board was allowing an outside party to take

oi)over part its\educat nal function without adopting the board's own polic4s

and standards. The issus'of'improperlegation of authority was not raised

in the case but this clearly' was invOlved. The court upheld the plan under the,

implied power to experiMint. Ut is 'interesting to note that no mention was;

made concerning the continuation of the prograi if proven successful.)

The second atgument to be made is that the absolutenesi of the rule theft

a board of education cannot contract away discretionary powers has been eroded

lb,somewhat by the developments in the area of collective bargaining with pub i

employees. This Aspect was discussed in an earlier section so suffice it o

say here that the trend'is in the direction of a highly permissive view of /.the

scope of colliallya bargaining. Since board collective bargaining agreements

.

clearly impair the board's discretion, this trend lends support to the prbposi-

tion that a school. board can redelegaie some of its powers,.

"Morton v Bd. of Ed. of Chicago, 216'N.E. 2d. 305 (19661.

4s.
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Tile final argument is that performance.contract is necessary for the,

effective operation of the school system. The necessity argument has been'.

recognized by the courts in several cant one case," an assessor was

given the implied power to employ expert to alp him on atit0-which required

more than one assessor. In another66'the delegation n of the power to determine

entrance salaries in a state agency was' upheld be ause efficient administration

would otherwise be difficult if not impossible. inally, one court faced with

a delegation of discretionary powers focused ot on the originll administrative

structure,-buton the purposes for which t agency was forded, and found implied

statutory authority for any subdelOgation cessary for the realization of

those purposes.67 The reasons supporting a subdelegation rule were balanced

agtinst the demands of the situation and ound "clearly outweighed by the need
. .

.
.

.

for responsive and responsible agen tion."68 Such' analysis clearly would
.

_

be supportive of a performanCe contract.

In the abience of On-point case literature, authorities ;understandably
, \ t'

-

'
-q4----

.

disasree on the legality of performance contracting. The Counsel .to the

New York Stat Education Department does not believe that school boards in

New York have hority to contract with third parties to provide instruc-

tional services in blic schools." However, Martin andBlaechke, who'have

"Conro v Cit Battle Creak, 314 Mich. 210, 22 N.W. 2d. 275 (1946).

"McGovern v Patterson, 273 App. Div. 35, 75 N.Y.S. 2d. 492 (1947).

67State v Imperatore, 92 N.J. Super. 34/, 233 A. 2d. 498 (App. Div. 1966),

cert. denied, 48 N.J. 442, 226 A. 2d. 431 (1967).

68Id. at 354, 223 A. 2d. at 501.

"New York State Education Department. Performance Contracting in Elementary

and Secondary Education._ A Report Showing tfia Developments on-a Nationwide Basis

and the Implications for New /ork State. Albany: Division of Evaluation, New

York State Education Department.'-1979. ED 049 525.
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been prominent in performance contractiC;as middlemen between school boards

and contractors, claim that school boards havethe authority to contract as

long as they make no improper delegation of policy-making pf,4rs.70 How this

might be done was mentioned earlier in this section. It should be pointed out

that Aped Martin, author of the coliditions under which boalINould contract,

/
is an attorney forEduse4on Turnkey Systems, an organisation that provides

management support to both boards and contractors.

Perhaps the best opportunity to try Performance contracting in the courts '

occurred during. the, Gary, Indiana experience.71 Gary had contracted the opera-
.

tion of an entire school to an 'outside agency, Behavioral Research Laboratories

(BRL). Authority over sizeable portions of the curriculum, the- materials of

`instruction, and staffing were delegated by the school district to BRL. Vhile

-the nominal principal of Banneker School

employees in actual charge of the school

almost total and most certainly illegal.

remained, BRL put one of its own

. _The delegation of authority was

The reactions of the Indiana State

Department of Public Instruction and the AFT local were quicl(to come and

predictably-negative.

f Because staff changes node by BRL were probaply in violation of the contract

between the union and Gary, formal opposition and subsequent :legal action. by

the union was anticipated. However, the union's opposition was muted by a recent

history of friction between" the teachers and the cdamunity. The almost entirely
-I

70Reed Martin and Charles Blaschke. '"Contracting for Educational Reform,"

52 Phi Delta Kappan 403-405, December 1970.

7 lite twolbest sources of information on the Gary performance contract are:

John A. Wilson. Banneker: A Case Study of Educational Chants. Homewood, IL:

ETC Publications, 1973; and J. A. Mecklenburger. Performance Contracting 1969-

1971. Worthington, OH: Charles A. Jones Pub. Co., 1972.
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)
black community served by Banneker was hoetile.to theyred tlyyhite

teachers' union, particularly because of a bitter strike the yea before the

,

performance contract started. And the Banneker community favored 'e BRI..

cont,ract.

Thi state department declared the. BRL contract illegal but,.in typical

education fashion, wanted to "settle out of court." The closest the State
.

' 1

department came to statutory action WA an unsuccessful vote to "decomai7ion"
` .

the school, which, if successful l would have deprived Gary of state finanal

aid. The state department's own investigator reporta situation he considered,
to be clearly an illegal abdication of responsibility on the part of the scho 1

district. The staffing pattern of the school was altered drastically during t

course of the contract. Pupil/certificated teacher ratios were in excess of

state requirements. In fact the proportion of certificated teachers/to pare-

professionals was reversed during the contract. In addition the school was

being administered by a bon-certificated employee of BBL. However, the State

of 1iidiana never did, bring legal action agLnst Gary.

Thus the opportunity to get court decision, on several important questions

was' lost.- From the point of view of thii study the more important points to

be tested were: certification requirements for staff in.terms of pupil/teacher

ratios; the extent to which a School district may contract for instructional

4.

services; and the use of state financial aid to pay a company for performance #

of instructional services. On tiLe lash point, the project in Gary was the first.
.

lierfOrmance contract paid for'by.state'manies rathei thin- Federal.

Considering all of this, it is reasonable -L expect in thenear future a
P

number, of suits tobe brought into court. that will explore the parrametars of a

school district's authority tidOntract. States will vary, and do vary now, in

.47
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the degree touybi6,contracting is permissible. Conspicuous by its &Soignee

the literattlke on' -many of the areas of inquiry of this study is thi-Education

Commission of the States. One wouldhave expected mare leadership and guidance

from an organization composed of legislators, governors, state superintendents,

and other _key state decision makers.

The Courts and Units of Measure of Quality

As the courts began to enter into)the areal of educational policy and

governance, they had to seel6ardsticks by which they could measure or,gauge

the reletive merits of opposing arguments. If a parent group Charges, in a

legal action that children attending school X are not,receivintres "good" an

"education" as students in school Y in the gams district, the court needs

some units of measure to judge the'validity of.the argument and the quality of

the respective programs. Unfortunately, education has not developed, nor been

interested in developing, reliable output measures by which to appraise effec-

tiveness of school programs.' As pointed out in the beginning of this report,

/ emphasis overa long period of time has been placed on input measures as indi://7

,eators of quality. For example, schools compensate teachers on the basis of

training and experience, not on teaching effectiveness. It should not surprise

, then, that the courts have tended to turn to input measures fot evidence

disputes over program.
e .

In making the Series of lan4mark dominions in the District of Columbia .

that.resuX ed in court ordered redistribution of educational t sour6es, the

L.

.

.

court gal idity to the use of a number of input measures as ors of

educational quatty.72 Per pupil expenditures, length of teacher experience,

01:00' O.

72D. L. Kirp and M. G. Yudof. Educational Policy and the Law. Berkeley, CA:

Mccutchgn. 1974. pp. 567-577.
FY
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and pupil/teacher ratios figured prominently in the court's deliberations.

While the evidence in the District of .,Columbia situation was, in, several input

measures, very persuasive and the disparities very glaring, toady acceptance

of such measures has its hazards. Other courts in other cases have followed

similar lines of reasoning. While understandable, the danger. is that judicial

precedent will be sit with insufficient evidence.of the relationship of such

measures to output.

The effect of teacher training, teacher experience, per pupil expenditures,

pupil/teacher ratios, etc. on the output of an educational institution is not

44111 established. The well known "Coleman Report" identifies home, neighbor-

hood; and peers as correlating more highly with school achievement than viri-

ables associated with instruction. Summaries of research on teaching have con-
.

sistently concluded diet little is known about the inpectof the kinds of input

measures mentioned above.

During the heyday of performance contracting, ude of standardized tests

(output measures) as yardsticks of contractor effectiveness was severely

cziticized.73 "Justifiable as the criticism was, and is,.such tests are still

more reliable as measures'of effectiveness than the input measures previously

cited. Criteriott referenced tests would certainly be even more reliable.

Despite the traditional posture of educators that educational effectiveness

cannot be measured by specific outcomes, the courts should encourage the develop-

ment of such output measures, and place less reliance on input measures. A

good place to look for initial guidance is the latter part of a recent review

of research on teacher competence by McNeil and Popham.74 Instructional'

"Robert E. Stake. "Testing Hazards in Performance Contracting." 52 Phi Delta

Kappan. June 1971.

74.1.D. McNeil and W. J. Popham. "The Assessment of Teacher Competence" in R. M.

W. Travers (ed.), Second Handbook of Research on Teaching. Chicago: Rand McNally

and Co. 1973. pp. 233-241. See also the work of the Clearinghouse for Applied

Performance Testing, Northwest Regional Educational ?aboratory, Portland; Oregon.
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productivity can only be measured by output. Inputs are variables to be mani-

pulated to, achieve desired outputs. Under the present educational structure,

however, the inputslhave become the ends.

Conclusion

The major thesis of the study was borne out. The legal impediments do

exist. However, the situation is obviously in flux. Certainly more court

4

casestn'ihe extent to,which boards of educatiamIcan contract with other parties

will be forthcoming. Parent and taxpayer groups,have become interested paities

and will no doubt continue_torchallenge negotiated contracts of any kind that

they deem detrimental to educatign or cause tax increases.S Teacher groups
,

will continue to protect certification requirements in relation to pup41/.

/
ceitificateletsacher ratios. The accrediting associations are all likely to

feel the pressure of teacher groups to maintain favorablepi teacher ratios
S.

when setting school standards.

Certain legal barriers are coming down.State aid formulas are tending

/ .9

to eliminate instructional units alis the basis for disbursing41.1nd'. This trend,

coupled with growing awireness bf school boards of the'f arcs of thbr legal

responsibilities, may provide the leverage necessary for school districts to

achieve a balance between legitimate teacher demands and cost/effective deploy-

sent of educational resources.

In October, 1975, the principal investigator interviewed Byron Hansford,

Executive Secretary, Council of Chief State School Officers. Hansford was

asked.if he thought the real impediments to the introduction of instructional.

technology were legal or more in the area of interpretation and policy-making

on tfie part of state departments of education. Unheliitatingly, he responded

that the major deterrents were the interpretations of state departments of their

authority and in the policies they adopted. This study bears out his opinion.
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The AddisonTrail 1igh School case is an excellent example of the extent to

which the state department can open or close the gate on'instr4Ctional innova-

tion involving technology. Anyone who has been in education and has had the

opportunity to observe state departments in action could cite similar instances.

A thorough study of the attitudes and policies of state departments of education

in rigard to instructional technologycwis a logical next step, etpiciaIlt_An

the face of evidence that state departmeate are becoming sore receptive to

innovations favorable to instructional technology.

One of the consequences4g teacher militancy has been the creation of

schisms betvesnstate teacher groups and state departments of education over

certain imiues. In Colorado, for example, the state department has endori

the concept of accountability Over the vigorous Protests of the Colorado Educe-

tion Association. In Michigan, the state department endorses end aupports per-
t

forma* contracts in spite of opposition by state teacher groups. 1111 state

department official told the principal investigator that his office was Con-

ducting an experiment in redeployment of resoules along the lines recommended

by the Conant study cited earlier, but was keeping it quiet due to opposition

of the state teacher group. Long regarded as ultra conservative gatekeepers,

atate departments are beginning to be advocates of change. How pervasive this

has become and to what effect should be investigated and documented.


